Quantifying the forces that maintain prophages in bacterial genomes.
Genome sequencing has revealed that prophages, viral sequences integrated in a bacterial chromosome, are abundant, accounting for as much as 20% of the bacterial genome. These sequences can confer fitness benefits to the bacterial host, but may also instigate cell death through induction. Several recent investigations have revealed that the distribution of prophage lengths is bimodal, with a clear distinction between small and large prophages. Here we develop a mathematical model of the evolutionary forces affecting the prophage size distribution, and fit this model to three recent data sets. This approach offers quantitative estimates for the relative rates of lysogeny, induction, mutational degradation and selection acting on a wide class of prophage sequences. The model predicts that large prophages are predominantly maintained by the introduction of new prophage sequences through lysogeny, whereas shorter prophages can be enriched when they no longer encode the genes necessary for induction, but still offer selective benefits to their hosts.